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P-51D Mustang
IT’S BIG AND IT’S RED, HOW COULD MIKE WILLIAMS FAIL TO BE IMPRESSED 

BY MAX THRUST’S P-51D?

M
ax Thrust, the company who 

produce this P-51 seem to be 

something of an enigma, indeed, 

a ‘Google’ pretty much comes up empty as 

far as information about the company is 

concerned, although distributor Century UK 

stocks a number of its products, including a 

nice smattering of scale, EDF and aerobatic 

aircraft. They’re all made using the 

company’s own EPO foam formulation and 

most come in two fl avours: with a pre-

installed power-set and servos or just the 

completed bare airframe.

The quality of the moulding and scale 

details are really quite good considering 

that this is a foamy and a rather large one 

at that. My specifi c aircraft came in the 

Dago Red Reno air racing livery, although a 

P-51D decked in traditional warbird colours 

is also available. This review concerns the 

RTF model, supplied pre-fi tted with motor, 

ESC, servos and, yes, electric retracts too. 

The user, then, just needs to add his, or her, 

own battery and receiver.

With most of the work in this airframe 

having been already done for you, there 

isn’t really a lot to say about assembly, 

although I will cover a few small points. To 

begin with, initial inspection revealed a 

damaged elevator servo that had suffered 

stripped gears. This was most likely 

factory damage and Century soon had a 

replacement on the way to me.
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As you’d expect, the instructions 

are somewhat on the brief side, 

although this shouldn’t be a problem 

as the process is very straightforward 

and obvious. It is, after all, a model 

aimed at good intermediate and 

experienced pilots. To start, I added 

the stabiliser which glues quickly into 

place using the supplied UHU Por 

style adhesive. The same goes for the 

fi n which slots in cleanly. It’s worth 

noting that all control surfaces are pin 

hinges although it’s well worth 

checking for damage and to ensure 

they’ve been fi tted securely.

With the tail surfaces complete, 

control horns come next. They’re of 

the traditional plastic type and are 

screwed into the surface secured by a 

clamp plate on the other side. Joining 

the wings simply means sliding the 

liteply wing spar into one panel, 

applying glue to the surfaces where 

the panels meet at the root and then 

sliding the second panel onto the 

spar and into place.

The wings include pre-installed 

retracts and, complete with main leg 

fairings, it’s worth noting just how 

scale these units appear – they’re 

very pretty. What’s more, there’s even 

a retracting tail wheel! The retracts 

themselves are of the electric kind, 

each unit having an integrated motor 

and worm-gear mechanism. 

Now, to be honest, given that all 

the extension leads are pre-installed, 

there really isn’t much more to do 

apart from adding the scale four-

blade prop and spinner, then fi tting 

your receiver and fl ight battery, mine 

being an Optipower 4s 3650mAh 

pack. This done, it’s down to 

pre-fl ight testing.

BANK ’N’ YANK

My Mustang enjoyed its maiden fl ight 

during a very temporary break in 

Spring 2012’s dire weather. Before 

this, however, I set the controls and 

balanced the model according to the 

instructions, then cycled the 

undercarriage a few times to make 

sure that there were no binding 

issues and to ensure all systems were 

fully functioning.

With power applied this model gets 

away very quickly and rotates 

surprisingly early. In fact, the 

available power is such that the 

climb-out can be made at half 

throttle, and very convincing it looks, 

too! Once airborne, the machine’s 

low wing loading means that it can 

be fl own at a suitably scale speed. 

Here, then, I prepared to trim it out 

only to fi nd that just two clicks of 

down trim and a few clicks of right 

rudder trim were needed to get it 

tracking straight. With this, the fi rst 

thing to test was the stall, which, I’m 

pleased to report, is a non-event with 

It looks good in the 

air from just about 

any angle. The fl aps 

are nicely effective, 

too. 

Pity about the 

missing pilot!

I have to say it 

makes a really 

pleasant change to 

see a P-51 in 

something other 

that silver! Scale 

detail is good, too 

– step back a few 

feet and you 

wouldn’t know this 

was foam.
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Name:  P-51D Mustang

Model type:   RTF Reno warbird

Manufactured by:  Max Thrust

UK distributor:  Century UK 

 Tel. 01795 437056

 www.centuryuk.com

RRP:  £249.95 

Wingspan:  62” (1600mm)

Fuselage length:  55” (1400mm)

All-up weight:  6 lbs (2.7kg)

Wing loading:  7oz / sq. ft. (2.1kg / sq. m)

Functions (servos):   Aileron (2); elevator (1);

rudder (1); flap (1)

Power system:   45-58 400Kv outrunner; 80 amp 

ESC; 16 x 6” propeller

DATAFILE

Quality:

Assembly:

Flying:

Poor Acceptable Excellent

Easy Intermediate Diffi cult

Novice Improver Experienced

fl aps up or down. Talking of fl aps, 

these seem to be very effective and, 

deployed at 30 - 40 degrees certainly 

provide a lot of drag yet, thankfully, 

don’t seem to alter the model’s trim 

to a noticeable degree. With a few 

low circuits for the camera out of the 

way it was time to do some big scale 

warbird aerobatics and see how she 

fared. Loops can be as large as you 

want with the power available and 

can be fl own at a very constant speed 

that adds to the scale fl ying appeal. 

Barrel rolls are smooth and graceful 

just like the full-size machine and it’s 

fair to say that this Mustang will fl y 

any conventional warbird manoeuvre 

you’d care to mention, and even a 

few that you wouldn’t. I even 

managed to sneak a respectable 

knife-edge out of it at one point!

After around eight minutes of 

fl ying my battery started to show 

signs of power loss so, now, I tend to 

set the timer to seven minutes before 

deploying half fl ap, lowering the 

undercarriage and turning downwind 

for landing. I then select full fl ap on 

the base leg which slows the model 

very nicely. The approach is stable 

but has to be fl own with throttle in 

order to overcome the drag from the 

fl aps and gear.

The model will land at a walking 

pace and doesn’t require much 

elevator to fl are so I’d recommend 

‘wheeler’ landings rather than trying 

to attain the scale three-point attitude. 

You may need some up elevator once 

the main wheels are on the ground 

just in order to counteract any 

nosing-over tendency, especially if 

the grass is long. On a similar note, 

taxiing this P-51 is achievable if the 

grass is acceptably short.

FULL CHAT
Very nice! I’ve notched up fi fteen 

fl ights with the Mustang now and can 

simply say that this is a very pleasant 

aircraft to fl y. I’m always surprised 

how much fun it is performing big 

airshow style aerobatics with this 

particular model, especially as the 

performance is all provided by the 

stock powertrain. I really don’t think 

there’s much more you could ask for.  

It’s hard to be 

critical of 

something that 

looks so good and 

fl ies so well.

A thorough check 

of the servos and 

hinges is advisable 

before the fi rst 

outing, just to make 

sure!

You can’t help but 

admire what’s been 

achieved here. I 

love that four blade 

prop!
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